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EVGA XR1 - Share The World
The EVGA XR1 Capture Device allows you to share the world with 4K HDR Pass Through Mode - Record at
1080P/60FPS while you game at 4K/60FPS with HDR. Also features an Advanced Pass Through Mode that allows
you to switch to 144Hz refresh rate + HDR with the press of a button. No need to disconnect or disable to get the
full capabilities of your display!

For The Game Streamer
Instantly capture and stream every moment every win of your gameplay.:

For the Working Professional
Connect a camera to set up web conference, meetings, lectures, or seminars for higher video quality.:

For the Power User
Connect multiple EVGA XR1 with connected cameras for multi angle broadcast.:

Customizable ARGB LEDs
Show your audio levels, change colors and more with the press of a button.:

Built in Audio Mixer
Control your Mic-In volume with the built in controls, no need to exit your game or launch software!

Certified for OBS®
The EVGA XR1 is the FIRST device that is Certified for OBS. Free and open source software for video recording
and live streaming. Download and start streaming quickly and easily on Windows.

Plug and Play
ARGB lighting and no driver installation needed. Simply connect the XR1 and immediately start streaming with
OBS®

EVGA XR1 RGB Software
Fully customizable ARGB lighting with EVGA XR1 Capture Device Software

“Thanks to the EVGA XR1, I’m able to deliver high quality video with clear audio on my livestream. It allows me to
go full HD with 60FPS playback.”
- DJ Z-Trip
https://www.twitch.tv/djztrip

“My DJ Stream on Twitch focuses on high end graphics effects with multiple camera angles, and the EVGA XR1
was able to deliver full HD with 60 frames per second!”
- DJ Buck Rodgers
https://www.twitch.tv/djbuckrodgers

“I have been using EVGA products for years and now with the new XR1 my live streams are looking better than
ever, and installation was a snap.”
- Arabian Prince

“The EVGA XR1 Capture Device has secretly been in use on our weekly streams for weeks without hiccups. We
are using multiple EVGA XR1’s to bring in multiple camera angles, PC’s and more. Delivering full 1080P 60FPS
gaming and video, and being Certified for OBS allows quick and easy installation!”
- EVGA Weekly
https://www.evga.com/evgaweekly

To learn more about the EVGA XR1 Capture Device, please visit
https://www.evga.com/articles/01418/evga-xr1-capture-device/.

About EVGA

EVGA is the #1 NVIDIA authorised partner in channel sales throughout North America and UK. Based on the
philosophy of intelligent innovation, market knowledge, and the real time operation, EVGA continues to identify the
need in the market place and providing the solution to that need. By offering product differentiation, a 90 day
Step-Up programme, and other customer focused programmes, EVGA is a clear leader in all categories: etail,
retail, distribution, and system integration. With headquarters in Brea, CA, EVGA's global coverage includes EVGA
GmbH in Munich, EVGA LATAM in Miami, and EVGA Hong Kong. For further information online about EVGA, visit:
http://eu.evga.com.
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